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ABSTRACT : After a presentation of the seismic inputs which have been taken into account in
the design of the French Nuclear Power Plants, the re-assessed values of these inputs are
shown. Some considerations about the specificity of the French PWR program with regard to
the standardisation of plants are given together with the present objectives of seismic re-
evaluations. Finally the main results of the seismic re-analysis being performed for the Phenix
Fast Reactor are considered.

SEISMIC INPUT ASSESSMENT

Since the start, in the seventies, of the extensive French PWR program the anti-seismic
rules for French NPP's have been established progressively following a pragmatic approach
relying on experience gained through analysis of proposals made in the course of the licensing
procedures of the earliest plants. For example the notion of site related design spectra was not
considered before 1978. Before this date studies were performed using correlation between
intensity and maximum ground acceleration ( 0.1 g for VII MSK and 0.2 g for VIII MSK). The
regulatory document RFS l-2c (Fundamental Safety Rule : " Calculation of seismic motions
to be considered in safety analysis ") was only issued in October 1981. As far as re-analysis of
existing plants is concerned, the approach is similar and the process of gaining experience from
actual cases is still underway.

The attached table 1 indicates the SSE levels which have initially been considered for the
various plants still operating, taking into account standardisation. For CPY type of NPP's
standard spectra was EDF 7.73 scaled at 0.2 g ZPA for all standardised buildings ; For P4, P'4
and N4 type of NPP's standard spectra was NRC (RG 1.60) scaled at 0.15 g. It should be
noticed that the seismic input taken into consideration in the original design has sometimes
been modified during the construction due to complementary studies, and thus assumptions
may differ on one site depending on the building considered. This is in particular the case for
Paluel NPP where standardised pumping station rafts were designed for an EDF spectra scaled
at 0.2 g before the decision to standardise the applicable spectra which became NRC 0.15 g
and was used for the remaining standardised buildings. The values given in this table are the
final values at the design stage (for horizontal movements).
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For the first built reactors an overall review has already been done including a re-analysis
of earthquake hazard at the site which considers the most recent data available on seismicity
and tectonics. The corresponding up-dated ground response spectra are shown, when different
from the original ones.

Following this re-evaluation of the seismic input the site spectra was not in some cases
enveloped for all frequencies by the design spectra. For these plants verification of the seismic
behaviour has been performed, when considered necessary and on a case by case basis, taking
into account the margin in the corresponding frequency domain (if any) due in particular to the
ratio between MHPE and SSE. Safety margins have been included in each step of design, but
have not yet been clearly evaluated. This is particularly the case of most of the components for
which according to codes, the design is controlled by the French equivalent to OBE (half
SSE). These design-oriented rules are inadequate for re-analysis purposes. Furthermore one
has to keep in mind the French standardisation of plants, (implying for example soil-structure
interaction to be made for a large variety of soil conditions), which leads to increased margins.

For examples St Alban NPP, for which safety related site buildings, which were initially
designed for EDF 0.1 g peak ground acceleration, have been verified for NRC 0.13 g ;
Tricastin NPP was initially designed for an EDF spectra scaled at 0.2 g which was revised to a
site spectra DSN 0.3 g for which analyses of the behaviour of buildings and components have
not shown any necessity to modify the design. Concerning Cruas NPP, EDF made very quickly
the decision to install anti-seismic bearings on the raft of the reactor building, as discussions led
to the proposal of a site spectra DSN scaled at 0.3 g, instead of the initial EDF 0.2 g. This
DSN 0.3 g was used for the design of safety related site buildings and for the verification of
standardised buildings.

For Creys-Malville Fast Breeder Reactor the initial studies concluded that the plant
should be designed with a design spectrum EDF 0.1 g (corresponding to SSE intensity VII
MSK, but for reasons of homogeneity with the CPY types of PWR plants, it was decided to
add margin and to design the plant with a design spectrum EDF 0.2 g. This appeared to be the
right decision as according to the later decrees the MHPE was re-evaluated to VI-VII MSK,
thus confirming the use of this design value.

SEISMIC RE-ANALYSIS PROGRAM

Following these revised ground spectra, although no specific regulations on seismic
safety evaluation of existing plants have been issued so far, and the discussions with the French
Safety Authorities on this topic have not yet been finalised, some actions have already been
undertaken :

- For each specific plant or standardised type of plant a collection of floor response
spectra per building and per level has been drawn. It includes those initially used in design
(when existing) and a complete set of calculated response spectra with the revised seismic
input (if necessary). Attention has been drawn to the consistency of the spectra between the
various components and building design studies and discrepancies clarified. This new set of
floor response spectra should be considered when designing new equipment or structures
through a procedure under discussion as it may differ considerably from the initial data.
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- An updated version of the regulatory document RFS l-2c is being discussed with the
French Safety Authorities. It may lead to some modifications related to the consideration of
site effects, and to calculation methods for soil movements.

- Recent legislation and technical rules for anti-seismic design outside nuclear field have
been published. Their applicability is being studied with regards to their possible consequences
on NPP design.

- Walk-downs have been performed on Bugey 2-3 and Fessenheim 1-2 NPP's in order
to identify the components which are not seismic resistant and may affect safety components.
During these walk-downs report forms have been established which specify the type of action
to follow (on site fittings or complementary studies). As far as necessary improvement of
design is being studied in particular for increasing rigidity of metallic platforms and for re-
qualification of component anchorages. Implementation of the corresponding upgrading
measures is planned to be performed during the second ten-year outages (starting 1999). It is
also presently considered to complete these walk-downs with instrumentation lines walk-
downs (which were not initially checked) and to extend the procedure to the CPY types of
NPP's.

- Data bases are being established for each plant with consideration of all seismic
related data (characteristics of soil, characteristics of structures, modelling and calculation
methods used, floor response spectra, qualification spectra, tests...).

- It is intended to perform for one plant of 900 MW series a Seismic Margin
Assessment based on EPRI recommendations in order to estimate applicability of existing data
bases to French NPP with the following objectives :

- identification of elements for which design rules and qualification methods bring
substantial margins,
- identification of elements for which available data are not sufficient to determine
existence of margins,
- to make specific studies for this second category of elements

SEISMIC RE-ASSESSMENT OF PHENIX NPP

As far as Fast Breeder Reactors are concerned, a seismic re-evaluation of Marcoule
(Phenix) NPP has been undertaken. This plant, mainly composed of steelworks structures,
except Reactor Building wich is made of prestressed concrete, was built according to the
existing regulations of that period (sixties) without specific requirements due to NPP's except
that the plant should operate after an earthquake of intensity VII MSK, and radioactive release
should be prevented up to VIII MSK. According to the re-evaluation the MHPE is VII-VIII
MSK, which leads to considering distant earthquakes at an EDF spectra scaled to 0.15 g peak
ground acceleration and according to RFS l-2c spectrum for close earthquake scaled at 0.2 g.

Seismic calculations have been performed this year using recent calculation methods
including modelisation of soil-structure interaction, modal analysis and spectral analysis.
Stresses have been calculated using 2D anJ 3Dmodel (Hercule).

The results of these studies are as follows:

- For the Handling Building which is made of concrete for the lower levels and steel
works from 8 to 34 m high with precast concrete wall facing, the calculated values showed
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acceleration 3 to 4.5 times higher than those of the initial design. Though the behaviour of the
concrete levels is satisfactory this leads to the necessity of complementary bracing frames and
reinforcement of facing panels by sprayed concrete, which has to be strongly connected to the
existing structure.

- For the Steam Generator Building which consists of a 34 m high steelworks structure
on a concrete basement calculations performed for both input (EDF 0.15 g and RFS 0.2 g)
showed that the EDF spectra was more severe (due to a different shape) and that some
members were overloaded by 4 times the admissible values. Some reinforcement will be
necessary even when considering behaviour coefficients.

The re-assessment of Phenix NPP is still underway and the final upgrading measures are
at present being designed.

CONCLUSION

A seismic re-assessment program is still under evaluation in France. Many actions have
been undertaken in order to assess the existing state of the oldest plants with regards to their
seismic resistance, but the way these studies have to be completed or used remains to be
discussed with the French Safety Authorities, as specific regulations about seismic safety re-
analysis of existing plants have not yet been issued in France.
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GLOSSARY

CPY : Pressurised Water Reactor type 900 MW,
DSN : Division Surete Nucteaire (Safety Authorities),
FBR : Fast Breeder Reactor,
MHPE : Maximum Historically Probable Earthquake,
N4 : Pressurised Water Reactor type 1400 MW,
NRC : US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
OBE : Operating Basis Earthquake,
P4 : Pressurised Water Reactor type 1300 MW first generation,
P'4 : Pressurised Water Reactor type 1300 MW second generation,
RFS : Fundamental Safety Rule, (French Republic, ministry of industry),
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SSE : Safe Shut-down Earthquake,
ZPA : Zero Period Acceleration,

FIGURES
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VIII MSK
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VIII-IXMSK
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VII MSK
VI) MSK
VII MSK
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VII MSK

VII-VIIIMSK
VIII MSK
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Ocsign
ground spectrum
Site

Building

EDF0.2g
EDFO.lg

F.DF 0.2 g
EDF0.2g
EDF0.2g
F.DF 0.1 g
EDF0.1 g
F.DF 0.2 g
EDF0.2g
EOF 0.2 g
EDF0.2g

EDF0.2g
NRCO.lg
NRC0.l5g

NRC0.I5g
NRC0.1 g
NRC0.1 g
NRC0.15g
NRC 0.15 g

Site 0.12 g
NRC0.15g

PS 69
EDF 0.2 g

Standard
Structures

EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g
EDF 0.2 g

NRC0.15g
NRC0.15g
NRC 0.15 g

NRC 0.15 g
KRC0.15g
NRCO.lSg
NRC 0.15 g
NRC 0.15 g

NRC0.15g
NRCO.lSg

Revised
ground

spectrum

DSN 0.3 g

DSN 0.3 g

NRC 0.15 g
NRC 0.13 g

EDFO.lSg

Table 1
French Nuclear Power Plants

Re-assessment of seismic input
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